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Summary

The Telecommunication division of the Eindhoven University of Technology is working on

a project called 'Video on Demand'. This new service has to be implemented in a hybrid

(fiber/coax) CATV network. In this report the outline of the digital transmission between

substation and subscribers is described. First the structure of the standard CATV network is

discussed. The maximum number of subscribers per outgoing cable in the district network is

300. According to the MPEG1 standard the bit rate of a digital video signal is 1.5 Mbps.

Therefore, the bit rate of the transmitted signal is 300*1.5Mbps = 450 Mbps, which is

transmitted in the bandwidth from 250 MHz to 450 MHz. The spectral efficiency is 450

Mbps/ 200 MHz = 2.25 bpslHz. In order to transmit the digital video signal, a correct

modulation technique has to be chosen. Different digital modulation techniques are described

in Chapter 3. As the modulation technique has to be spectral efficient, 16-QAM is chosen.

If the complete bandwidth is used for one channel to transmit a bit rate of 450 Mbps, it will

result in an inefficient bandwidth occupation. Splitting the bandwidth into three channels gives

a better utilization of bandwidth, because one or two channels can be used for other purposes,

when not all the subscribers make use of Video on Demand. The bit rate of 155.52 Mbps is

standardized and hence results in advantages as far as the equipment is concerned. If the

bandwidth of 200 MHz is divided into TV-channels with a bandwidth of 7 MHz, a very

dynamic use of the available bandwidth will be achieved. Depending on the number of

subscribers, more or less TV-channels can be assigned. In order to transmit a standardized bit

rate of 34 Mbps in one TV-channel, 64-QAM has to be chosen. The three above possibilities

are simulated by the program TOPSIM. The non-ideal properties of the coaxial cable and the

non-ideal equalizers in the district network are also taken into account in the simulations. The

results of the simulations point out that the probability of error is negligible. Therefore, which

possibility has to be chosen dependents on further developments in the Video on Demand

project. Transmission of the digital video signal in the bandwidth of one TV-channel utilizes

the available bandwidth best, and must therefore be prefered.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The Telecommunication division of the Eindhoven University of Technology is working on

a project called 'Video on Demand'. Video on Demand is a new service, which gives the TV

viewer at home the possibility of selecting a programme or a movie, which will be delivered

to his TV-set immediately. At this moment this is a key subject and a lot of work is being

done in this new area of research. Many research institutes concentrate their attention on the

transmission of digital video over telephone lines. The Telecommunication division decided

to focus on digital transmission via hybrid (fibre/coax) cable networks. In future the cable

operators will have to deliver more services to remain competitive. Video on Demand is such

a service, which has to be introduced without making considerable changes to the present

structure of the cable network.

An important part of the total Video on Demand project is the outline of digital transmission

channels between substation and subscribers, which will be discussed in this report. First the

structure of a standard cable network is discussed in Chapter 2. The next chapter gives a

review of digital modulation techniques. These modulation techniques will be used for

transmitting the digital information via coaxial cable. The properties of a coaxial cable are

described in Chapter 4. With the program TopSim it is possible to simulate a digital

transmission system taking into account the non-ideal properties of the coaxial cable and the

equalizers in the network. In Chapter 5 the results of the simulations are used to calculate the

maximum probability of error. The report ends with the conclusions.
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Chapter 2 Cable systems

2.1 Introduction

Cable television distribution has been used for many years, and initially came into existence

as a way of providing television pictures and sound to people living in areas where

satisfactory signals could not be received from the air. At this moment there are several

reasons for installing cable networks. One of the reasons is that it is impossible to receive

satisfactory signals in the neighbourhood of large buildings, flats and mountains. Besides,

easthetic aspects play an important role, such as the appearance of many antennas in densely

populated areas. Another reason for installing cable networks is the possibility of providing

the subscribers with programs of local studios, foreign countries, pay-television, video on

demand and other future interactive multimedia applications.

Although similar in their nature, there are often differences between the ways in which cable

systems of different sizes are engineered. Usually there are considered to be two major

divisions, namely MATV (Master Aerial TeleVision) and CATV (Community Antenna

TeleVision). MATV generally refers to small distribution systems providing a service to

blocks of flats, office blocks and small housing estates (fewer than 100 houses). CATV, also

called cable television, is the term applied to fairly large systems which distribute television

signals to large numbers of homes in towns and villages. It is especially this type of system

that will be described here.

2.2 Layout of a CATV system

In the Dutch situation the layout of most cable systems can be divided into three major parts

(see Figure 2.1). The first part consists of the head end. Here, the incoming signals are

converted to the VHF-band, so they are more suited for distribution. The second part consists

of the trunk network, which distributes the signals to the substations. The substation is the

beginning of the district network, the last part of the cable system. The district network takes
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care of the final distribution to the subscribers. These three parts are discussed in detail in the

following sections.

Antenna

Equipment

'----------,------'- _ .

~ ~-~

~-~yJ=:== .
Sub-station

Head end

Trunk network

I,
To subscribers

?,

Groupamplifiers

Endamplifiers

District network

Fig. 2.1: layout of a cable system

2.2.1 The head end

The head end is the common name given to the equipment that is connecting the receiving

antennas or other sources and the rest of the cable distribution system with the purpose to

process the signals that are to be distributed. Since all the signals, which the viewer will

eventually use, start at the head end, the quality of the signals at this point will determine to

some extent the final quality of the received pictures. The equipment to be found at the head

end includes antenna amplifiers, frequency convertors, combiners, separators and generators.
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The head end processing technique most commonly used is heterodyne processing (see Figure

2.2). The incoming off-air signals are converted down to an intermediate frequency (IF) by

beating them with the signals from a local oscillator. These IF amplification stages are

designed to have the best possible selectivity in order to remove any interfering signals on

nearby frequencies and to have low-phase distortion and group delay. The amplifier output

is then heterodyned again with a local oscillator. In the output stages of the head end

equipment all the various sound and television signals, locally originated and received off-air,

are brought together and combined, so that they can be sent down to the output port of the

head end.

From antennas

-
1

Input channel Input channel Input channel
to IF to IF to IF
convertor convertor convertor

IF amplifier IF amplifier I IF amplifier

IF to output IF to output IF to output
channel channel channel
convertor convertor convertor

'bution Directional
m coupler

'-.J '-.J '-.J

Distrt
syste

Fig. 2.2: heterodyne processing at the head end

The main network is only suitable for transporting VHF-signals due to high attenuation of

high frequencies. Therefore signals in the UHF-band have to be converted down into the

VHF-band. Table A.I (Appendix 1) shows a view of the TV-frequencies and channels. Not

all the channels of band I and III can be used simultaneously, because the TV-receiver is not

able to separate closely spaced channels (7 MHz spacing). The down-converted UHF-signals
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are placed in the M- and B-bands. The channel spacing of these bands is 8 Mhz, which is

large enough for the TV-receiver to distinguish.

2.2.2 The trunk network

The task of the trunk network is to transport TV-and FM-signals from the head end to the

substation. The signals are sent via a local network to a central point, called local centre. The

local centre is situated in such a way that it takes a favourable position in relation to the

substations. From the local centre the transport takes place via the local distribution network

to the different substations. An example of a large CATV network is depicted in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3: the trunk network of a CATV system

In this case the trunk network is carried out in a ring-shape. The trunk network for CATV

networks can also be realized in a star-shape. The network of Figure 2.3 is realized in a

double cable ring configuration, so that in case of a breakage of one cable, the other cable

can take over the functions. The takeover is controlled in the head end.
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The trunk network consists of cable links and trunk amplifiers. Some of the trunk amplifiers

are equipped with a tap amplifier, so that it is possible to connect a substation to the local

network. The cables used for the trunk links are coax-3 and sometimes coax-I.5. The

specitications of these cables can be found in Appendix 2. The purpose of the trunk amplifier

is to compensate for the losses caused by the attenuation of the cable. Here a few problems

arise. First of all the attenuation is frequency-dependent. The attenuation of the higher

frequencies are dependent on the type of cable (pE-air or solid PE) used (see Appendix 2).

Because the trunk amplifier has to amplify the signals in the entire VHF-range, measures have

to be taken to compensate for the frequency-dependent attenuation. Therefore an equalizer is

contained in the amplifier. The equalizer has a frequency-dependency which is reverse to that

of the cable. The attenuation of the cable plus equalizer is much less frequency-dependent

(see Figure 2.4).

Attenuation (dB)
35 -_ ...---_._----_.-

Coaxial cable + Equalizer
30 /"

_.-._..-. -" -"._-..-.- _..._...- ...----

25

20

15

Equalizer

500 800

Frequency (MHz)

400300200100

oL.Ll_.L..JL....L..l....l-l....L..1...:.....L...L..L..L.L~L..L..,L....L..l....l_l....L.L...J_L.L.L"'_'_.L....L.l_.L..J....l_l....l..._'_...L..L..L.L"'_'_"_'_l_.L..J'_'_'__'__'_~

o

Fig. 2.4: the attenuation of the cable and equalizer

A second problem is the temperature-dependency of the cable attenuation and of the gain of

the amplifiers. The cable attenuation depends on the ground temperature and the amplification

is dependent on the outside temperature (so dependent on the time of the day). To compensate

for these variations the amplifiers have to be checked automatically. If the adjusted value
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changes, the amplification has to be modified automatically. In order to enable automatic

gain control it is common to insert a so-called pilot carrier. This signal is an RF signal of a

well defined level, transmitted at the head end, in such a way that this signal travels along

the cable system in the same way as any standard television signal. At various points in the

system the level of this pilot carriers is checked automatically and appropriate adjustments

of the gain of some of the amplifiers are made in order to keep the level of this pilot carrier

constant. Because the network covers a wide bandwidth, it is common to use two pilot

carriers at different ends of the frequency range in order to provide accurate compensation

for gain changes throughout the band.

In many networks the coaxial cables are replaced by glass/optical fibres between the head end

and the substation. Because of this much more bandwidth can be used, so the channels in the

UHF band do not have to be converted into the M- and B-channels. Also, the attenuation of

the fibre is much smaller and frequency-independent.

In the frequency range of 5 to 30 MHz no information is sent downstream, so this range can

be used to send information upstream. In some cases, this option is implemented by equipping

the trunk amplifiers with a control unit, which can send information to the head end if some

disturbances occur. Also signals, which are generated in the district network, can give

information to the head end. For example, the information can be used for meter reading,

burglary- and fire alarm. For these applications the trunk amplifiers have to be equipped with

upstream amplifiers.

2.2.3 The district network

The task of the district network is to distribute the TV-and radiosignals, which are supplied

by the trunk network, to about 1000 connected subscribers. To make this distribution possible

the district network consists of a substation, a district supply network and a district branch

network.
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The substation

To make transport of TV-programmes in the UHF-band in the trunk network possible, these

programmes are converted to the M- and B-channels in the VHF-band at most head ends. As

TV-receivers cannot be tuned to these channels, they have to be converted back to the UHF

band. The conversion is an important task of the substation. In case the trunk network is

carried out by glass/optical fibre, the substation loses its task as conversion point. A possible

layout of a substation is depicted in Figure 2.5. In this layout you can distinguish three parts:

a) the incoming part

b) the channel treatment

c) the outgoing part

Ad a). The signal comes in through a galvanic separation. The purpose of this separation is

to avoid the influence of undesired currents. After this, the signal passes a monitoring point,

with a 20dB tap attenuation. Subsequently the signal reaches the pre-amplifier of the

substation. The pre-amplifier contains an equalizer, an attenuator and splitters. The purpose

of the pre-amplifier is to compensate for the attenuations caused by the splitters. By means

of these splitters multiple outgoing signals are obtained. All these signals are equivalent and

undergo a specific channel treatment.

Ad b). In the example of Figure 2.5 the VHF-TV-channels 2,4,5,7,9 and 11 are selectively

amplified by their own channel-amplifier. Since the FM-channels do not undergo a frequency

conversion, they have to be put on the right place in the head end. The FM-channels are

brought together to the correct level by a band-amplifier.

The M- and B-channels are translated into an intermediate-frequency (IF) by down-convertors

and are processed selectively (filtered). After this, up-conversion to UHF and amplification

follows by means of a channel-amplifier. In connection with a good selectivity a channel

spacing of seven channels is chosen. If more channels are used, more attention has to be paid

to a correct choice of the location of these channels to avoid serious interference. The B

channels are not used in the district network. This bandwidth, which is from 250 MHz to 450

MHz, is used for Video on Demand.
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Ad c). After the channel processing the VHF- and UHF-signals are coupled. This coupling

occurs partly by connecting the amplifiers and partly by using combining units. For the

coupling of the VHF- and UHF-signals a coupling filter is used. After passing a monitoring

point the signal is divided into a number of equivalent signals for distribution. Through an

equalizer and a power supplier these signals leave the substation. The power supplier delivers

a 40 AC voltage for the power supply of the amplifiers in the network. The maximum

numbers of subscribers connected to one ougoing cable is 300.

11 FM9754

\l \l \l

I--~ 1--1--- incoming signal

~
20A .

power iDserter

/ 40AC

1--+----1 measure pointpre-amplitier

outgoing signals to district supply network

Fig. 2.5: a layout of a substation
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In networks where the connection between the head end and substation is carried out by glass

fibre, the substation loses the task of reconversion point, because the UHF channels are not

converted into the M- and B-channels at the head end. The structure of the substation

becomes much simpler.

The district supply network

Every substation can supply about 500 to 1500 subscribers. For this purpose the signal has

to be branched off. The first branching off takes place in the substation. In the supply network

every signal will be split further. This can be done with the use of amplifiers, splitters and

taps. Amplifiers can be divided into group and endamplifiers. The endamplifiers have multiple

outputs. This amplifier is the last active element in the district network and provides the

signal with the right level, so that it can be distributed further to the subscribers without

amplification. The amplifiers can also be divided into broadband and splitband amplifiers.

Broadband amplifiers contain the whole VHF- and UHF-range (47-860 MHz). As a lot of

channels are used simultaneously, there is a greater possibility that disturbing components

occur. In splitband amplifiers the incoming signal is split into the VHF- and UHF-band. Both

are amplified separately and subsequently joined together, making the outgoing signal less

sensitive to non-linear distortion. When the number of outputs of an amplifier is too small,

splitters or taps can be used. If another amplifier follows the splitter in the line, the splitter

has to be current-driven for providing the next amplifier(s) with power. The district supply

network is normally carried out with coax-3.

The district branch network

The line extender is the last active element in the network. If the number of outputs of this

element is not large enough, multi-taps are used to increase the number. After this the signal

is only branched off via passive elements. There are three different systems to connect the

subscribers:

1) string network: This type of network is not allowed to be applied in new designs. It can

be found in older systems. By the string network the connecting boxes of the subscribers are

connected to the endamplifier in series (Figure 2.6a). In principle every connecting box here

is a tap element.
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2) tap network: Figure 2.6b shows an example of a tap network. Every subscriber IS

connected by an individual tap from the street cable.

3) mini-star network: In this concept the output of the endamplifier is connected to a multi

tap, which has many outputs (see Figure 2.6c). Every subscriber is connected to the multi-tap

via an individual cable. This type of network seems to be the best concept for future

applications and for that reason this concept is installed on a large scale nowadays.

Preceding multi-taps and branch elements the cables of the branch network are of the type

coax-3 and coax-6. Drop cables to the homes are commonly of the type coax-12. The

maximum distance between the substation and the subscriber is about one kilometre. The

maximum distance between mini-star point and subscriber is 200 meter, if coax-6 is used, and

100 meter, if coax-12 is used.

([)---.

cD--.
~ cD--.
$

I

--r F!
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.6: (a) string network (b) tap network (c) mini-star network
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Chapter 3 Digital modulation techniques

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter a review is given of the principles of operation of modulation techniques used

in digital transmission. The three basic forms of modulation are Amplitude Modulation (AM),

Frequency Modulation (FM) and Phase Modulation (PM). Their digital representations are

known as Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK), Frequency-Shift Keying (FSK) and Phase-Shift

Keying (PSK). These digital modulation techniques can be characterized by their transmitted

symbols, which have a discrete set of values M and occur at regularly spaced symbol intervals

T . For a specific application the appropriate choice of modulation technique will lead to the
of

best system performance. This choice depends in general on the bandwidth efficiency, the

error performance and the implementation complexity. Binary modulation schemes use two

level symbols and are therefore simple to implement, provide a good error performance, but

are bandwidth inefficient. M -ary modulation schemes transmit messages of length m =log2M

bits with each symbol and therefore appropriate for higher transmission rates and more

efficient bandwidth utilization. Binary as well as M -ary modulation schemes will be described

in the next sections, but first Nyquist pulse shaping will be explained [1,4,5,6,7,11].

3.2 Nyquist pulse shaping

Practical channels have a limited bandwidth and hence transmitted pulses tend to broaden

during transmission. This pulse broadening caused by dispersion gives overlap of adjacent

pulses giving rise to intersymbol interference (lSI). One method to control lSI is to shape the

transmitted pulses properly. One pulse shape that produces zero lSI is the function



x(t) = sin(1ttlT)
(miT)
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(3.1)

which is the impulse response of an ideal low-pass filter. In practice. this ideal low-pass filter

cannot be used, because it is not physically realizable. Although, this filter can be modified

to provide a class of waveforms described by Nyquist that meet the zero lSI requirements, but

are simpler to implement in practice. A class of pulse shapes commonly used are the raised

cosine pulses. These pulses are given by

(3.2)

where ~ is the roll-off factor.

The Fourier transform is

Pr(j)= (3.3)

The Fourier transforms are plotted in Figure 3.1 for a few values of ~.

Fig. 3.1: Pr(j) for three values of ~
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Larger values of ~ imply that more bandwidth is required for a given bit rate. However, larger

values lead to faster decreasing pulses, which means that synchronization will be less critical

and modest timing errors will not cause large amounts of intersymbol interference.

3.3 Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)

One of the earliest forms of digital modulation was the binary ASK scheme. With ASK the

amplitude of the carrier is varied in accordance with the binary source, as shown in Figure

3.2.

m(t) "? • s(t)

Acos co,t

Fig. 3.2: Amplitude Modulation

In its simplest form, the carrier is turned on and off every T seconds to represent 1's and O's.

This form of ASK is known as On-Off Keying (OOK). The most general form of ASK is

Double-SideBand (DSB), represented by

A
s(t) = - [l +m(t)] cosw t

2 e
(3.4)

where m(t) is the modulating signal and we is the carrier frequency. Power efficiency can be

improved by suppressing the carrier and transmitting only the sidebands, which leads to

Double SideBand-Suppressed Carrier (DSB-SC) modulation. The DSB-SC signal becomes

s(t) =A m(t)coswJ (3.5)
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The effect of multiplicating the baseband signal m(t) by cos(co/) is to shift the spectrum of

the baseband signal to and centred about the carrier frequency co
e

• Thus, the shape and

bandwidth of the modulated signal are determined by the baseband signal m(t). If raised-

cosine shaping with bandwidth B is used, the transmission bandwidth for DSB-SC will be 2B,

because the double sideband signal contains a lower and upper sideband,which are

symmetrically distributed around the carrier frequency wc. For application in which spectral

efficiency is important, Vestigial Sideband (VSB) modulation can be used in which a portion

of the unwanted sideband is transmitted along with the complete other sideband.

Demodulation schemes for ASK fall into two categories, coherent and noncoherent, as

illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Sampler

r(t)=s(t}+N(t)

S(T-t)

t=T
Binary decision

0,1

(a)

0,1
Binary
decision

t=T

Sampler

s(t}+N(t)
EnvelopeNanvwband -----. -

~Q).t detector

(b)

Fig. 3.3: (a) Coherent detection by matched filter

(b) Noncoherent detection by envelope detector
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For coherent detection, matched filter detection is optimum (assuming white channel noise).

Each filter has an impulse response, which is the mirror image of the transmitted signals(t)

delayed by a signalling interval T, and thus matched to the signal being correlated. The outputy( t)

of the matched filter is the convolution of the received signal ret) with the filter response. In

the absence of noise the output is

~

yi(t) = f si(w)hi(t-w)dw

At t=T the peak: output of the matched filter is

~

yi(T) = fs/(w)dw =Ei

(3.6)

(3.7)

where Ei is the energy of the signal Si(t). Each filter produces a maximum output only in the

presence of its matched input. The probability of error for matched filtering can be expressed

as

(3.8)

Noncoherent ASK demodulation does not require a phase coherent local oscillator signal. The

demodulator consists of a narrowband filter centred at wc ' an envelope detector and a decision

device (see Figure 3.3.b). For equiprobable l's and O's the probability of error is

1 -Es 1 -EbP :=::: _exp(_) = _exp(_)
e 2 4N 2 2N

o 0

(3.9)

In the ASK scheme the receiver threshold settings depends on the receiver signal level and

has to be changed as the received signal level changes. Thus ASK schemes are sensitive to

variations in received signal level and hence to changes in channel characteristics.
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3.4 Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

With frequency modulation the frequency of the carrier varies in accordance with the source

signal. For binary transmission the carrier assumes one frequency for a 1 and another

frequency for a O. A representation of an FSK waveform is obtained by letting f, =f
c
-l1f and

10 =fc+l1f , so that

(3.10)

for binary 1

(3.11)

for binary 0

where I1f is called the frequency deviation. Because the FSK signal is not a linear function

of the data, FSK is difficult to analyze. However, transmission bandwidth requirements can

be estimated for two cases of special interest:

B ={2I1f
T 2B

(3.12)

where B is the bandwidth of the baseband modulation signal. The ratio of the frequency

deviation I1f to the baseband bandwidth B is called the modulation index m, defined as

m= I1f
B

(3.13)

A general relationship defining FM transmission bandwidth was established by Carson as

(3.14)

Coherent detection of FSK is accomplished by comparing the outputs of two matched filters,

as shown in Figure 3.4.
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,------.
slf-t)

I{t)=s(t)+n(t)

------. lIo(T-t)

Fig. 3.4: Coherent detection by matched filter

The output signals of the matched filters are

(3.15)

which represents the energy E
s

of the signal. The summing device produces a signal output

of +E, if a 1 has been transmitted and -Es if a 0 has been transmitted assuming no noise and

orthogonal FSK signals. The FSK receiver threshold is fixed at zero, independent of carrier

amplitude.

The probability of error for coherent FSK is almost similar to that of a polar NRZ signal

except for the fact that the noise samples are subtracted by the summing device. For

orthogonal FSK signals, these noise samples are independent and therefore add on a power

basis. The total noise power is therefore doubled to N=2NoB. The probability of error can

now be written as

(3.16)

Conventional noncoherent detection for binary FSK employs a pair of bandpass filters and
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envelope detectors as shown in Figure 3.5.

BPF Envelope
f, detector

0,1r(t)=s(t}+n(t)
Decision
ciIcuit

BPF Envelope
t;, detector

Fig. 3.5: Envelope detection

The probability of error for the noncoherent detection for additive white Gaussian noise is

_ I Es _ I EbP - _exp(-_) - -exp(-_)
e 2 2N 2 2N

() ()

(3.17)

Comparison of the error probability of Equation (3.16) and (3.17) for low error rates reveals

that a choice of noncoherent detection results in a SIN penalty of less than IdB. Therefore,

because of the complexity of coherent detection, noncoherent detection is more commonly

used in practice.

In M -ary FSK, the M -ary FSK symbols are represented by M -spaced frequencies selected

from a set of equal energy waveforms

s (t) =ACOSffi t
11 IE

O<t5:.T (3.18)

where n =1,2,3,...... ,M and where T is the symbol length. Here, we will assume that the set

of M -ary signals satisfies the orthogonality conditions
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n:t:m
n=m

(3.19)

where Es is the energy per symbol. Orthogonality causes no overlap among the detector

outputs at the receiver. The minimum frequency separation Lloo required to satisfy the

orthogonality condition is

Lloo =00 -00 =~
m n T

Thus the minimum bandwidth of the signal set is

B~~
2T

(3.20)

(3.21)

Correspondingly the minimum transmission bandwidth is given by Equation (3.12), so that for

M-ary FSK,

(3.22)

The optimum receiver for orthogonal M -ary FSK consists of a bank of M matched filters. At

the sampling times, t=kT, the receiver makes decisions based on the largest filter output. For

the case of a additive white gaussian noise channel, an upper bound of the probability of

symbol error is given by

(3.23)

From this equation it is apparent that for a fixed error probability, the required EiNo may be

reduced by increasing M. However, the required bandwidth increases as M increases and

transmitter and receiver complexity also increase with large M.

Coherent FSK detection requires exact phase references at the receiver, which can be difficult
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to maintain. A simpler implementation results when noncoherent detection is used. An

optimum noncoherent detection scheme can be realized with a bank of M filters, each centred

on one of M frequencies. Each filter is followed by an envelope detector, and the decision

is based on the largest phase output. For the additive white Gaussian noise channel, an upper

bound on the probability of symbol error is given by

M-1 (-EsJP =__exp __
e 2 2N

o

(3.24)

Also in this case, for a fixed error probability, E/N
o

may be reduced by increasing M.

The error probability expressions presented to this point have been in terms of symbol error.

This measure of error performance is appropriate where messages of length m = log2M bits are

transmitted. For binary transmission, however, the bit error probability is the measure of

interest. For orthogonal signals, an error in detection is equally likely to be made in favour

of anyone of the M -1 incorrect signals. For the symbol in error, the probability that exactly k

of the m bits are in error is

P(k errors in m bits I
m
k

symbol error) =--"----7"'-",,,,"
mL;

k=l ,

(3.25)

Hence the expected number of bits in error is

(3.26)

The conditional probability that a given bit error occurs as the result of a symbol error is then
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(3.27)

In terms of the symbol error probability P
e

, the bit error probability, more commonly known

as the bit error rate (BER), can be written as

'jm-\

BER=_-_ P
21n -l e

(3.28)

where P
e

is given by Equation (3.23) and (3.24) for respectively coherent and noncoherent

detection. For large m, the BER approaches P/2.

A class of coherent FSK schemes are based on the idea of Continuous Phase FSK (CP-FSK),

which results in rapid spectral roll-off and improved efficiency. With CP-FSK the high

frequencies components are reduced (see Figure 3.6), which is important for band-limited,

non-linear channels. With coherent detection, values of m in the neighbourhood of 0.7 have

been shown to provide optimal performance.

(a) FSK (b) continuous phase-FSK

Fig. 3.6: Frequency Shift Keying

Another FM technique is Minimum-Shift-Keying (MSK), also called Fast Frequency-Shift

Keying (FFSK). MSK is a special case of CP-FSK for which m =0.5 (fJ.f= 1/27) and coherent

detection is used. This technique achieves performance identical to coherent PSK and exhibits

the superior spectral properties of CP-FSK, like a spectrum roll-off of j-4 .
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3.5 Phase Shift Keying (PSK)

In phase modulation the phase of the carrier is varied according to the source signal. For

binary transmission the carrier phase is shifted by 180 degrees to represent 1's and O's and

is called Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK). The signal waveform for BPSK is given as

set) =±Acos(ro t) =Acos(ro t+ih .)c c 'I'J
(3.29)

The spectrum of PSK corresponds to that of a NRZ signal translated upward in frequency.

Thus the spectrum is centred at roc with a bandwidth twice that of the baseband signal.

Coherent detection of PSK signals can be done with matched filtering, which is similar to the

case for ASK. Detector outputs are ±E
s
+N(1) and the threshold is set at zero. The noise

power is N =NoB. The probability of error for coherent PSK can be easily derived from the

ASK case as

I*E ~EP =Q( _s =Q( _b
e N N

() 0

(3.30)

Comparison of Equation (3.8), (3.16) and (3.30) reveals that on a peak power basis BPSK

outperforms FSK 3dB and ASK by 6dB, while on a average power basis PSK has a 3dB

advantage over both FSK and ASK.

The receiver for coherent detection must have a phase reference available, which can be

generated by means of a frequency doubling phase-locked loop or by means of a Costas loop.

The added complexity of establishing a phase reference can be avoided by use of a technique

known as Differential PSK (DPSK). With DPSK the signal from the previous bit interval is

used as a phase reference for the current bit interval. The receiver decodes the digital
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information based on the differential phase. If the channel perturbations and other distortions

are slowly varying compared to the bit rate, then the phase of adjacent pulses are affected by

the same manner, thus preserving the information in the phase reference. The probability of

error of DPSK is given by

1 [-E J 1 [-E JPe= 2"exp Nos = 2"exp N"b
(3.31)

DPSK schemes require 1 dB more power than the coherent PSK scheme for operating under

the same error probability, because the phase reference is itself contaminated by noise. This

slight increase in power requirements is more offset by the fact that DPSK has much less

complex circuits, because it does not require a coherent reference signal at the receiver.

An M -ary PSK signal may be represented by the set of signals

s (t) =Acos(ro t+8 )
n c n

O'.5,~T (3.32)

where the M symbols are expressed as the set of uniformly spaced phase angles

8 = 2(n-1)1t
n M

N = 1,2,3,....... ,M (3.33)

A second way of representing the M -ary PSK signals is by a phasor diagram, which displays

the signal magnitude and phase angle (see Figure 3.7). The signal points of the phasor diagram

represent the signal constellation as indicated in this figure.

r
Binary
representation

011

110 ~-~----+tOOO

101

Fig. 3.7: phasor diagram
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The decision thresholds in the receiver are centred between the allowed phases e , so that
"

correct decisions are made if the received phase is within ±rr./M of the transmitted phase.

Quadrature signal representation is another convenient representation of M -ary PSK. The

signals of Equation (3.29) may be expressed as a linear combination of the carrier signal

s (t) =A[p cosO) t -q sinO) t]
11 n C /1 C

where
P =cosS

11 "

q =sinS
1l 1l

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

The cosine coefficient P
II

is represented on the horizontal axis and is called the in-phase or I

signal. The sine coefficient qll is represented on the vertical axis and is called the quadrature

or Q signal.

Quadrature representation leads to one common method of generating M -ary PSK signals as

a linear combination of quadrature signals. A block diagram of a generalized PSK modulator

based on a quadrature signal structure is shown in Figure 3.8.

BiDarydata Serial to
parallel
converter

I signal

2
I&:Q
signal
generator

m

Q signal

Fig. 3.8: PSK modulator

M-aryPSK
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Binary data at the input to the modulator are serial-to-parallel converted to create m parallel

bit streams, each having a bit rate of rim. The I and Q signal generator converts each m -bit

word to a pair of numbers (PII,qll) which are the I and Q signal coefficients. The I and Q

signals are respectively multiplied by cos((0/) and sine(0/) and the multiplier outputs are

summed to create the PSK modulated signal. The spectrum of M -ary PSK has the same

relationship as the spectrum of BPSK, which corresponds to that of an NRZ signal translated

upward in frequency. The symbols are independent and the baseband signals applied to the

quadrature channels are orthogonal, multi-level waveforms. The individual I and Q signals

produce the common sinx/x spectrum and the composite spectrum is simply the sum of the

individual spectra.

Coherent detection of M -ary PSK requires the generation of a local phase reference. For

BPSK only a single phase reference, cos((OJ)' is required. For higher-level PSK two phase

references can be used that are in quadrature (cos((0/) and sine(OJ)) along with a logic circuit

to determine the linear combinations of the quadrature signals. A generalized M -ary PSK

demodulator is shown in Figure 3.9.

-~
I signal

Lowpass

'1 filter 1
~

'I

Ir 2

t) Curier
- f----. rt:COvcry

cosco,t Cloc:k --.generation Parallel Bina
to I---

0
serial

Digital converter
• logic

Lowpass
m

~,
filter

Qsignal

r(

Fig. 3.9: PSK demodulator
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A second method for demodulation is to employ a set of M coherent detectors, using

cos(roJ+ro) as the set of reference signals. In the absence of noise, the ideal phase detectors

measures 8 n at the sampling times. Errors due to noise will occur if the measured phase <I>

falls outside the region

The probability of symbol error for coherent detection can be approximated by

(3.37)

E 1t_Ssin2_)

N M
o

(3.38)

An alternative method to recovering a modulated M -ary PSK signal is to use the phase

difference between successive symbols in the same way as described for DPSK. Symbol errors

occur when the measured phase difference deviates by more than 1t/M in absolute phase from

the phase difference of the transmitted signals. For large E/No' a good approximation to the

probability of error is given by

(3.39)

The error probability expressions shown here for PSK are based on symbol errors. If we

assume that when a symbol error occurs the decoder randomly chooses one of the remaining M -1

symbols, then the bit error probability (BER) is given by

(3.40)

However, for PSK errors the selected phase is more likely to be one of those adjacent to the

transmitted phase. Further, Gray coding is normally used in which adjacent symbols differ in

only one bit position. Then each symbol error is most likely to cause only a single bit error.
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For high SIN the error probability becomes

(3.41)

In band-limited non-linear channels, a modified version of QPSK(M =4) called Offset-Keyed

QPSK (OK-QPSK) or Staggered QPSK (SQPSK), offers advantages over conventional QPSK.

OK-QPSK can be visualized by considering the QPSK signal to consist of in-phase and

quadrature components. With normal QPSK, during each 2 bit time intervals of T seconds,

the in-phase carrier is binary PSK modulated by one bit and the quadrature carrier is

modulated by the other bit. The resulting signal can take on anyone of four possible phases

and abrupt phase transitions of 0, 90 or 180 degrees can occur; hence the band-limited QPSK

signal exhibits 100% envelope fluctuation. With OK-QPSK, the quadrature channel is shifted

by T/2 seconds with respect to the in-phase channel. The transition rules are designed so that

when the in-phase and quadrature channels are added together, the resulting signal can shift

abruptly by 90 degrees at most. Thus the band-limited OK-QPSK signal has a much smaller

envelope fluctuation than the QPSK signal. Consequently, the absence of fast phase transitions

(180 degrees) means that a non-linear channel or non-linear amplification will not regenerate

the undesired high-frequency components originally removed by the bandlimiting filter.

3.6 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)

A fundamental characteristic of PSK is that it produces a constant envelope signal. If we

remove this constraint, we can use amplitude as well as phase modulation at the same time.

The result is known as Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). If we use two levels, QAM

is identical to QPSK. The signal constellations for higher-level QAM systems are rectangular,

however, and therefore distinctly different from the circular sets of higher-level PSK systems

(see Figure 3.10).
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16-QAM 16-PSK

Fig. 3.10: comparison of 16-QAIVI and 16-PSK signal

constellation with same peak power

A block diagram of a QAM modulator is shown in Figure 3.11.

Binary data

2-to-L
converter

RI2

Splitter

RI2

2-to-L
'--------~ converter

QAM

Fig. 3.11: QAM modulator
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The serial to parallel converter accepts a bit stream operating at a rate '" and produces two

parallel bit streams each at an ,/2 rate. The 2-to-L (L =fM") level converters generate L-

level signals from each of the two quadrature input channels. Multiplication by the appropriate

phase of the carrier and summation of the I and Q channels then produces an M -ary QAM

signal. The QAM demodulator is shown in Figure 3.12 and resembles a PSK demodulator. To

decode each baseband channel, digital logic is employed that compares the L-Ievel signal

against L-l decision thresholds. A combiner performs the parallel-to-serial conversion of the

two detected bit streams.

BinaIydata

RI2

RI2

Decision
circuit
(lA thresholds)

Decision1--,--------.1 circuit

(lA thresholds)

Lowpass
}-'------.t filter

Lowpass
1-------.1 filter

CaIrier
recovery
COSCIl.t

r(t)

Fig. 3.12: QAM demodulator

The QAM spectrum is determined by the spectrum of the I and Q signals. This same

observation was made for M -ary PSK, leading to the conclusion that QAM and PSK have

identical spectra for equal numbers of signal points. The transmission bandwidth Br required

for QAM is 2B, the same as DSB-SC, where B is the bandwidth of the baseband spectrum.

For the Nyquist channel (~=O), the transmission bandwidth efficiency for M -ary QAM (and

PSK) is log2M bpslHz. For practical channels pulse shaping is employed by using specially
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constructed low-pass filters whose composite shape is usually split between the modulator and

the demodulator. When raised-cosine filtering is used, the roll-off factor ~ determines the

.. ff" . b logzM b IHtranSffilSSlOn e ICIency gIven y ps z.
(l +~)

The probability of symbol error as function of E/N
o

is

(3.42)

The bit error rate, assuming that the multi-level signal is Gray coded, is

(3.43)

It can be seen that the distance between signal points in the PSK constellation is smaller than

the distance between points in the QAM constellation (see Figure 3.10). Hence the error

performance of QAM schemes is superior to that of the PSK schemes with the same number

of levels. QAM schemes have the same spectrum and bandwidth efficiency as M -ary PSK.

However, QAM is sensitive to amplitude nonlinearities, because the threshold settings depends

on the received signal level like ASK schemes.

3.7 Partial Response Systems (PRS)

To this point we have maintained that the Nyquist rate of 2B symbols per second for a

channel of B can be attained only with a nonreazible, ideal low-pass filter. Now a new

technique called partial response or correlative coding will be introduced, which permit

practical attainment of the Nyquist rate.
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The basic ideas behind partial response schemes can best be illustrated by considering a

duobinary scheme (class 1 partial response). Consider as input sequence {a
k

} of binary

symbols spaced T seconds apart. The transmission rate is 2B symbols per second over an

ideal rectangular low-pass channel of bandwidth B Hz and magnitude T. These symbols are

passed through the digital filter shown in Figure 3.13, which simply sums two successive

symbols to yield at the transmitter output

H,(m)

tim
r A...

{a,J @-. {Ytt

1tff

----. Delay
T

"--- ----.,-- .-----J

H(m)

Fig. 3.13: Digital filter + Ideal rectangular filter

(3.44)

The cascade of the digital filter H1(w) and the ideal rectangular filter H 2(w) is equivalent to

wT
IH(w) I=IHt(w) IIHzCw) I=2Tcos

2

sInce

-jooT
. T wT .......,......

Ht(w) = l--e -JOO =2cos_e ~

2

(3.45)

(3.46)
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Thus H(w) can be realized with a cos-shaped low-pass filter, eliminating the need for a

separate digital filter. The filter characteristic H(w) and its corresponding impulse response

are depicted in Figure 3.14.

!H(m)1

2T

h(t)

------------------- 1

(3.47)

-1tIT

(a)

1tIT

m

o

(b)

T

Fig. 3.14: (a) Filter characteristic H(w) (b) impulse response h(t)

If the impulse response sampling time is taken at t =0, then

h(n1) -{ ci n =0,1
otherwise

(3.48)

The received signal can then be written as the sum of all pulse contributions

Y =~ a h =a +a
k L "k-n k k-[

n

(3.49)

Equation (3.49) shows that the duobinary signalling scheme using a H(w) given in Equation

(3.45) introduces lSI. However, the lSI is controlled in a way that the interference comes only

from the preceding symbol. If the binary input {a
k
}=±d, then Yk will have three values at the
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sampling instants: - 2d, 0 and 2d. At the receiver, the three-level waveform is sliced at 1/4

and 3/4 of its peak-to-peak value 4d. The slicer outputs are then decoded to recover the

binary data ak' using the following three rules:

1) Yk =2d:::::} ak =+d

(3.50)

Owing to the correlation property of partial response systems, only certain types of transitions

are allowed in the waveform. These level constraints can be monitored at the receiver, such

that any violation of these rules results in an error indication.

A problem with the decoder indicated in Equation (3.50) is that errors tend to propagate. This

occurs because correct decoding of ak depends on correct decoding of ak_}- A method of

eliminating this error propagation is precoding the input binary data prior to duobinary

filtering. The binary input sequence {a
k

} is converted to another binary sequence {bk } before

transmission according to the rule

(3.51)

The symbol ED stands for modulo-2 addition (EXCLUSIVE-OR). The sequence {bk } is then

applied to the duobinary filter, which yields

(3.52)

If the k th input bit a
k

is 0, then b
k
=b

k
-

l
and according to Equation (3.52) Yk will be 0 or 2.

On the other hand, if a
k

= 1, then b
k

will be the complement of bk- l and Yk will be 1. Hence

the k th input bit a
k

can be decoded according to the rule

(3.53)
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In the preceding rule the k 111 bit is decoded from the value of Y
k

only and thus error

propagation does not occur.

The design of a partial response coder is based on the generalized digital filter H/0), as

shown in Figure 3.15.

Delay line

hi

H,(co}

h".,

Fig. 3.15: Transversal digital filter

This transversal filter provides a weighted superposition of N digits. Appropriate choice of

the weighting coefficients hen) allows the spectrum to be shaped for a particular application.

From application of the Fourier series representation, the transfer function of this digital filter

is known to be

N-l

H (0) =" h e -jnwT
1 L...J /I

/1=0

Different classes of partial response signalling are shown in table 3.1.

(3.54)
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Table 3.1: Classes of Partial Response Signalling

Class Generating Function Transfer Function H( ro ) Number of received levels

1 Yk=ak+ak_l 2cos( roT/2) 3

2 Yk=ak+2ak_1+ak_2 4cos2
( roT/2) 5

3 Yk=2ak+ak_l-ak_2 2+cos( ro T)-cos(2 ro T) 5

4 Yk=ak-ak_2 2sin( roT)+j(sin( roT)-sin(2 roT) 3

5 Yk=ak-2ak_2+ak_4 4sin2
( ro T) 5

Duobinary (class 1) and modified duobinary (class 4) are most commonly used because of

their simplicity, performance and desirable spectral shape. Modified duobinary has no DC

component in its spectral shape, which can be desirable for some transmission systems.

Instead of binary (M=2) input to the partial response filter, the input is allowed to take onM

levels. The application on M -ary input to a duobinary system results in 2M-1 received levels.

The duobinary coder and decoder block diagrams for this M -ary application are similar to that

of duobinary for binary input. For M -ary input, the mod 2 operator (used in precoding) must

be replaced with a mod M operator. The precoder logic can then be described by the

following rule:

(3.55)

which is analogous to the case for binary input (Equation (3.51). The sequence {b k } is then

applied to the input of the duobinary filter, which yields

(3.56)
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The decoding rule is analogous to that of precoded duobinary for binary input, but here the

operator is mod M, that is,

QAM and QPR

Now the basic ideas of partial response signalling are explained, we can understand how to

further increase the bandwidth efficiency of QAM signalling by modulating the in-phase and

quadrature channels with partial response coders. This technique is called Quadrature Partial

Response (QPR). The quadrature addition of two partial response signals can now be expres

sed as

A block diagram of a QPR modulator and demodulator is shown in Figure 3.16.

(3.57)

~~{~
respllll.!le
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BPF :~v: BPF
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Clock
recovery
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Fig. 3.16: QPR modulator and demodulator
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The implementation of QPR is very similar to that of QAM. The essential differences are in

the filtering and detection. Partial response shaping can be accomplished at baseband with

low-pass filters or after quadrature modulation with bandpass filters. In either case, the filter

characteristic is usually split between the transmitter and receiver, such that the receiver filter

not only finishes the required shaping but also rejects out of band noise.

After this final filtering, the I and Q baseband signals are independently detected using the

same partial response detection scheme described in Equation (3.50).

The spectrum and error performance of M -ary QAM are determined by the corresponding

characteristics of the I and Q baseband signals. Thus QPR has a spectrum defined by the

partial response signal (see Table 3.1) The QPR probability as function of EiNo can be

written as

(3.58)

When Gray coding is used on each baseband signal, the bit error probability is given by

Equation (3.58) divided by 10gzL. A comparison of error performance for 9-QPR versus 4-

QAM, using Equations (3.42) and (3.57) , indicates a net loss of 2 dB in EiNo for QPR.

However, QPR attains a 2 bpslHz spectral efficiency with realizable filtering, while 4-QAM

requires the theoretical Nyquist channel in order to achieve the same efficiency. A fairer

comparison with 9-QPR is 16-QAM with 100 percent raised-cosine filtering. Both systems

provide 2 bpslHz spectral efficiency, but now 9-QPR requires 1.9 dB less EiN(} to provide

the same error performance as 16-QAM.
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3.8 Conclusions

Different modulation techniques have been discussed in this chapter. In order to choose a

proper modulation technique for transmitting the digital signal to the subscribers, the spectral

efficiency has to be known. In Chapter 5 it will be shown that the spectral efficiency is more

than 2 bpslHz. Binary modulation techniques do no satisfy this requirement. The modulation

technique has to be spectral efficient, such as M-ary PSK and QAM. As QAM has a better

error performance than M-ary PSK, this modulation technique is chosen.
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Chapter 4 Properties of coaxial cable

4.1 Introduction

The digital video signal has to be transmitted from the sub-station to the subscribers. The

transmission between these points takes place via a coaxial cable. The function of this cable

is very simple. Its only purpose is to transmit the incoming signal to the output along a

considerable length with a distortion as small as possible. A good coaxial cable has the

following properties:

1) The dimensions, such as thickness and mutual distance between the conductors, are

equal along the entire length (uniformity).

2) The insulation material between the conductors has an homogeneous composition

along the entire length (homogeneity).

3) The cable properties are independent of the signal level (linearity).

Distortion can be divided into linear and non-linear distortion. The signal is linearly distorted,

when the relative ratio of the amplitude of the frequency components and/or the phase relation

between this frequency components are changed. The distortion is independent of signal level,

which is not the case with non-linear distortion. Non-linear distortion creates new frequency

components which are added to the frequency spectrum of the original signal. This is caused

by second, third and higher order terms in non-linear systems. The distortion caused by

coaxial cable consists of linear distortion only [8].

4.2 The attenuation and phase change as functions of frequency

When the digital signal is transmitted via the coaxial cable, it will be distorted, because the

attenuation and phase change is not the same for all frequencies. To calculate the attenuation

and phase change as functions of frequency we focus our attention on an infinitesimal section
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30f coaxial cable of length .&, located at coordinate z on the cable, remote from the cable's

terminations. This cable section has the total series resistance RIi:., series inductance LIi:.,

shunt capacitance eli:. and shunt conductance GIi:.. Its equivalent circuit as a two-port

network can be drawn as the L-section of Figure 4. La. The cross-section of a coaxial cable

is depicted in Figure 4.1.b.

.. tiz .-
l(z) A Ltiz

)V,,.;,,
V(z) Gtiz

l(z) 1(z+tiz)

z z+tiz

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.1: (a) Equivalent circuit of an infinitesimal portion of a coaxial cable in

frequency domain, (b) Cross-section of a coaxial cable

It can be shown that the propagation of voltage and current waves along a coaxial cable at

angular frequency ro is completely described by the attenuation factor a, the phase factor ~,

and the characteristic impedance Z , if no reflected waves are present. The quantities a, ~
(/

and Z can be expressed in terms of the distributed circuit coefficients of the line at angular
(/

frequency ro by the equations

y=a'"j~ =V(R ...jroL)(G +jroC)
(4.1 )
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Z =R +J'X =000
R+jooL
G+jooC

(4.2)

where y is the propagation constant.

The admittance Y per unit of length is G +jooC. The distributed circuit coefficients C and G

can be expressed in terms of the material parameters and dimensions of the coaxial cable:

21t £'C=__
r

ln~
r l

and
21t£ff

G =00 = ooCtanO =ooC8
r

ln~
r

l

(4.3)

(4.4)

£ff
The angle of loss is defined as tanO =_ (practical values lie between 10-5 and 10-3

). The
£'

parameters £ I and £" are respectively the real and imaginary part of the electrical permittivity

£=£/-£" .

The impedance per unit of length consists of a series resistance and a series inductance. The

impedance can be expressed in the following equation:

Z=Z +Z +J'OOL =R +R +J'OO (L +L +L) =R +J'roLl2 e l2 1 2 e
(4.5)

Zl is the surface impedance per unit of length of the inner conductor and Z2 is the surface

impedance per unit of length of the outer conductor. The surface impedances consist of a

resistance (Rl ,2) and an inductance (L 1,2)' L)s the external inductance between the conductors

and is frequency-independent. These coefficients can also be expressed in terms of the

material parameters and dimensions of the coaxial cable.
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R +R =R +1., Iffi1 2 c VW

with

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

R = 1
c 2

41tcrTI

and

(4.9)

_lllJi1.,--(-+_) _
21t T

1
T2 2cr

(4.10)

If w is sufficiently high (w> 100kHz), R
c

can be neglected and the impedance can be

expressed as

(4.11)

The propagation constant y can be expressed in terms of the material parameters and

dimensions of a coaxial cable by joining Equation (4.1), (4.4) and (4.11) together (the

frequency will be assumed high enough, hence R
c

can be neglected). The propagation constant

becomes

(4.12)

If Equation (4.12) is expanded up to terms of fffi, the propagation constant will be
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y.jm.fL:C +jfil!':JC /ffi + AJC /ffi + ...
e 2 L 2 L

e e

+ filO~ + OAJ C /ffi-j 01..J C /ffi
2 e 4 L 4 L

e e

The attenuation factor is the real part of the propagation constant.

AJie oroWa=Re(y)=- _yro+_ L C
2 L 2 e

e

The phase factor is the imaginary part of the propagation constant.

Hm(y)=fil iLC+!':J C /ffiVLe'"' 2 L
e

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

In the next example the attenuation, phase change and group velocity will be calculated as

functions of frequency. The cable used is of the type coax-3 and its length is 1 meter. The

following values are used:

d[ =3.65.10-3 m

Co = 1O-9/361t Flm

flo =41t·1O-7 Him

tan(o) =2.10-4

d
2

=24.0.10-3 m

C =2.27
r

(j =5.8.107 Sim

The capacitance C, external inductance Le and A becomes:

C=6.696·1O-11 Flm

A=1.046·1O-5 Q~/m

L =3.767.10-7 Him
e
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The attenuation will be (Equation (4.14)):

ex =(1.748·1O-7 .jJ +3.156.10- 12/)"'8.686 dB/m (4.16)

The phase change after 1 meter will be (Equation (4.15)):

~ =3.156·1O-8j + 1.747·1O-7.jJ rad/m (4.17)

The group delay is the first derivative of the phase factor:

"C,= d~ =_l_d~ =_1(3.156.10-8+ 1.747.10-
7

) s/m
g deo 21t dj 21t 2.jJ

(4.18)

The attenuation, phase change and group delay as functions of frequency are respectively

illustrated in Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
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Fig. 4.2: the attenuation (dB/m) as a function of frequency (MHz)

In the frequency range of 250 MHz to 450 MHz, which will be used for digital video, the

attenuation after 100 meter cable varies between 3.09 dB and 4.45 dB. The phase seems to

be linearly related to the frequency in this range (see Figure 4.3). However, Figure 4.4 shows

that the group delay is not a constant for every frequency and hence the phase is not linearly

related to the frequency. What the influence of the frequency-dependency of the attenuation
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and group delay will be on the digital modulated signal, is simulated by the program TopSim

described in the next chapter.
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Fig. 4.3: the phase change (rad/m) as a function of frequency (MHz)
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Fig. 4.4: the group delay (s/m) as a function of frequency (MHz)
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CHAPTER 5 Simulations with TOPSIM

5.1 Introduction

The transmission of the digital signal is via coaxial cable and, as shown in Chapter 4, the

signal is distorted. As the length of the coaxial cable between the amplifiers in the district

network is in the order of a few hundred meters, the distortion can be large. The equalizers

in the group- and endamplifiers, which have to compensate for the distortion, are also not

ideal. Therefore, the signal leaving the amplifier will not be completely free from distortion.

An improper choice of modulation technique will make signal recovery at the subscriber's end

much more difficult. For this reason modulation techniques are first simulated, taking into

account the length of the coaxial cable and the non-ideal properties of the equalizers. The

program TOPSIM performs the simulations. With the results of these simulations it is

possible to say something about the noise margin for a given probability of error and a cable

of length l .

5.2 The simulation program TOPSIM

For the analysis and design of communication systems digital computer simulation can be

very helpful. For this reason a package called TOrino Politecnico SIMulator (TOPS1M) will

be used. With this program power spectra, eye patterns, histograms, scattering diagrams and

bit error rates can be measured. It should also be possible to display the transfer function and

impulse response of a system, but this feature does not function yet. The simulation

environment provided by TOPSIM IV is composed of several elements. The meaning and

functions of the most important components are shown in Figure 5.1 and are listed below:

the processor, which translates the TOPSIM IV source file into the corresponding

FORTRAN-77 module.

the simulator, which builds the executable simulation program, on the basis of the
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FORTRAN-77 source program produced by the processor, by including all the

requisite library modules and executes the simulation using stand~d software modules

(FORTRAN compiler and linker). The results are either displayed on the user's

terminal or stored in suitable files for further processing. The simulation takes place

in time domain by processing sequences of signal samples.

the libraries, which include all the sub-programs necessary to simulate the various

blocks and to implement measurements.

the output graphics interface, which displays the simulation results in graphic form on

terminals and other graphic output devices.

other post-processing units, which operate on data files written during the simulations,

in order to perform off-line processing.

Output
Graphic
Interface

----. TOPSIM IV ----. Output files
SIMULATOR

Special
Features

Multirate
Block
Processing

Spectra

Eye pattern

Block
Library

Generators
Filters
Modulators

FORTRAN
Equivalent

Program

Segmentation

TOPSIM IV ----.----'1 PROCESSOR
Source file

Fig,5,l: simulation environment of TOPSIM IV

To explain the structure of a main TOPSIM simulation program, the 16-QAM system will be

used as an example (see Appendix 3 for the program list). A main TOPSIM program is

organized in four sections:

(1) DECLARATION section

(2) INITIAL section

(3) DYNAMIC section

(4) TERMINAL section
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The DECLARATION section is optional and contains statements and commands defining the

context in which the simulation program will operate, such as program name and graphic

level.

The INITIAL section contains the information necessary to initialize all the entities involved

in the simulation and to specify the management of the simulation. The statements included

in this section are executed only once, at the beginning of the simulation run. Two special

arithmetic assignment statements, DELT and FINTIM, are mandatory in this section. The

DELT statement is used to specify the sampling rate, which is the value of the time increment

between adjacent samples. The FINTIM statement is used to specify the end of simulation

time.

The DYNAMIC section contains the description of the 16-QAM system. The measurements

to be performed and the input-output actions are also described in this section. The block

diagram of the 16-QAM system is depicted in Figure 5.2. Each functional block of the

diagram corresponds with a block included in the TOPSIM BLOCK Library. The signal or

register present at the input or output of each block is represented by a symbolic name. The

major parts of the diagram will be explained.

L21 XSAVI

-PN-S-EO--'I JRDAC2 ,----,

iL+SHIFT

PNSEO

Fig.5.2: the block diagram of the 16·QAM system
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The block PNSEQ generates a pseudo-random sequence of binary digits in the output register

L21 , which represents the symbols of the in-phase and quadrature channel. The number of

parallel bits loaded in the register is defined by the size of the register. In this case it is equal

to two. The register is digital-to-analog converted by the subroutine RDAC2. The resulting

baseband signal is shifted to generate a random quaternary waveform symmetrically

distributed around zero. This signal is filtered with raised-cosine filters to reduce lSI. The

transfer function of the raised-cosine filter is shared between the transmitter and receiver to

optimize the system. In the transmitter pulse shaping is used. The output signal of the filter

XGEFI is multiplied by a carrier XCARI. The in-phase and quadrature channels are added

together to produce the l6-QAM modulated signal. The resulting signal XST is added to the

block FILFRL, which simulates the transfer function of the district network. This filter is

characterized by a set of magnitude and group delay points in the frequency range of 0 to

560 MHz with a frequency spacing of 5 MHz. After passing the district network the signal

XSTK is demodulated in the receiver. By multiplying the received waveform with a coherent

carrier the in-phase and quadrature signals are separated. The in-phase and quadrature signals

YSRI and YSRQ are filtered to satisfy, in absence of the transfer function of the district

network, Nyquist criterium. The filtered signals are added to the subroutine SHQUAN. This

subroutine simulates a hard decision on the signal, i.e. a hard quantizer with digital output.

The registers L2IVER and L2QVER contain the quantized digital outputs levels.

5.3 Transfer function of district network

In order to calculate the magnitude of the overall transfer function from the district point to

the subscriber, different points in the district network have to be taken into account (see

Figure 5.3).

District point
518 meter

coax-3

gain=26.6 dB

F,=9dB

groupamplifier

518 meter

coax-3

gain=34.7 dB

F,= 10 dB

endamplifier

multitap

200 meter

coax-6
demodulator

Fig.5.3: layout of the district network
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The first part consists of a coaxial cable with a length of 518 meters. Its transfer function is

H (j) =e -yl =e -al 'e 'JPl
emu

(5.1 )

The attenuation factor a and phase factor p are respectively given in Equation (4.14) and

(4.15) in Chapter 4. The frequency-dependency of the attenuation factor is compensated for

by an equalizer in the groupamplifier. In Appendix 4 the attenuation introduced by the

equalizer is given for different lengths of coaxial cable preceding the amplifier. After

equalization the signal is amplified to yield an output level of 98 dB Il V. The next part of the

district network, which consists of a coaxial cable, an equalizer and an end-amplifier, is

almost the same as described above. The only difference is that the signal level at the output

of the endamplifier is 100 dB Il V instead of 98 dB Il V. The output signal is split by means

of a multi-tap. The outputs of the multi-tap are frequency-dependent to compensate for the

frequency-dependency of the cable from the multi-tap to the subscriber. An example of the

frequency-dependency of a multi-tap is given in Appendix 4. The magnitude of the overall

transfer function from the district point to the subscriber can now be found by summing up

the magnitude (expressed in dB) of the transfer functions of the different elements described

in Figure 5.3. The magnitude of some elements and the overall transfer function are depicted

in Figure 5.4.
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The frequency-dependency of the group delay is only caused by the coaxial cable and can be

expressed as (see Equation 4.18)

't =_1_ d~ =_1_(3.156.10-8 + 1.747.10-
7

) ~
g 21t df 21t 2.[[ m

5.4 The simulation requirements of the overall system

(5.2)

The simulation results depend on some requirements, such as bit rate, transmission bandwidth

and output signal level, which are specified by the program. The bit rate can be calculated

with the following data:

a) average number of subscribers per outgoing cable of district point = 150

b) maximum number of subscribers per outgoing cable of district point = 300

c) the MPEG1 standard for the bit rate of a video signal = 1.5 Mbps

d) the MPEG2 standard for the bit rate of a video signal = 5-10 Mbps

Table 5.1 gives the bit rate calculated from the above data.

Table 5.1: bit rate

I BIT RATE
II

150 subscribers
I

300 subscribers
I

1.5 Mbps 225 Mbps 450 Mbps

5-10 Mbps 750-1500 Mbps 1500-3000 Mbps

The bandwidth, which can be used for Video on Demand, ranges from 250 MHz to 450 MHz.

A requirement can be that it should be possible for every subscriber to use Video on Demand

simultaneously. In that case a bit rate of 450 Mbps has to be chosen if the MPEG1 standard

is used. If the bandwidth of 200 MHz is used for one channel, 16-QAM, with a roll-off factor

of 0.777 yielding a spectral efficiency of 2.25 bpslHz, can be used for Video on Demand. As

one channel is used, the bandwidth occupation is not efficient. It is not possible to use a part
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of the bandwidth for other purposes, when not all the subscribers make use of Video on

Demand. Perhaps in future the MPEG2 standard can be used, but with the present coaxial

district network and the available bandwidth the transmission of such high bit rates will be

impractical.

Splitting the bandwidth into three channels with a bandwidth of 66.66 MHz each, is another

possibility. In this case every channel takes care of the transmission of 155 Mbps, which is

a standardized value and hence can result in advantages as far as the equipment is concerned.

Besides, when not all the subscribers make use of Video on Demand, one or two channels

can be used for other purposes. When three channels are used, the spectral efficiency is 155

Mbps/66 MHz = 2.325 bpslHz for each channel, which can be achieved with a 16-QAM

modem with a roll-off factor of 0.72.

The bandwidth of 200 MHz can also be divided into TV-channels with a bandwidth of 7MHz.

If it is possible to transmit 34 Mbps in one TV-channel, we will achieve a very dynamic use

of the available bandwidth. Dependent on the number of subscribers making use of Video on

Demand, more or less TV-channels can be assigned. The bit rate of 34 Mbps is standardized

and hence can result in the advantages mentioned above. The spectral efficiency is 34 Mbps/7

MHz = 4.857 MbpslHz, which can be achieved with a 64-QAM modem with a roll-off factor

of 0.235.

5.5 The probability of error of the simulated system

The three possibilities described in the preceding section are simulated by the program

TOPSIM. The probability of error will be a measure of performance of the simulated system.

The degradation of the signal is determined by an eye-diagram. The height of the eye-opening

and the additive noise are used to calculate the probability of error.
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5.5.1 The eye-diagram and intersymbol interference

A useful graphical illustration of the degradation of a signal is an eye diagram. In Figure 5.5

some properties of an eye pattern are displayed.

Noise

Slope gives sensitivity

to timing errors

Distonion at

--------r----7..------~--------t samplingtimes

Best sampling time

margin

................ Threshold

~
~Distonio~at

zero crossmgs

Fig.5.5: an eye diagram

If the data symbols are random and independent, the eye diagram summarizes visually all

possible intersymbol interference waveforms. In the presence of intersymbol interference,

when the pulse shape does not satisfy Nyquist criterium, the eye diagram will close vertically.

This vertical closure will reduce the size of the additive noise which introduces errors. Hence,

the height of this opening indicates what margin exists over noise. To calculate the eye

opening, it will be convenient to calculate the eye closure first. The normalized eye closure

at a given sampling instant is defined as the maximum amount of intersymbol interference

distorting a given signal level at the receiver divided by the distance from the level of the

nearest decision threshold.

The maximum intersymbol interference can be found as follows. The output of the receiving

filter can be written as

YU) =L AkP/t-td-kT,) +noU)
k

(5.3)
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At the sampling instant till = mT, + t" the output is

y(t,,) =A"p,(O) +L: Ap,[(m-k)T,] +n}t,,)
"'~m

(5.4)

The factor p,(0) represents the gain of the signal passing through the system. The first term

A"p,(0) represents the m th transmitted symbol, while the second term represents the

intersymbol interference. The last term represents the additive Gaussian noise. The maximum

value of the surnrnator in Equation (5.4) occurs when the data sequence {A",} is transmitted

which utilizes the maximum signal level of the same sign for each symbol A", as p,[(m-k)T,].

The maximum intersymbol interference of the received level is then

Max. ISI=(L-l)dL: Ip,[(m-k)T,] I
~m

(5.5)

where L is the number of levels and d is half the distance between the symbols at the input

of the transmitting filter (see Figure 5.6).

-3 d

- 3d

....... !lJJ_ i

!:d
I I I I '
, I I L--: ·d

LJ

Fig.5.6: input symbols

L=4

Since the distance from the received level to the nearest desicion threshold is p ,(O)'d, the eye

closure is normalized to
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(L-1)
Nonnalized eye closure =--" Ip [(m-k)TJI

(0) L r .,
p r k"#m

and the normalized eye opening is

Nonnalized eye opening = 1 - (L-1) L Ip,(m-k)T
s
I

Pr(O) bm

(5.6)

(5.7)

The eye opening can be used to bound the probability of error. But before the probability of

error can be calculated the spectral properties of the noise must be analyzed.

5.5.2 Noise in the district network

The noise in the district network is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian and is due to the

group- and endamplifiers. The noise generated by these amplifiers is characterized by their

noise factors. In order to calculate the noise power at the input of the demodulator, different

points in the district network have to be taken into account (see Figure 5.7).

v,=26.6 dB

F,=9 dB
v,=34.7 dB

F,= 10 dB

District point
518 meter

coax-3 Prt> Prl

518 meter

coax-3 Pr2

200 meter

coax-6 Pr4
demodulator

groupamplifier end.lITlplifier

Fig.5.7: Noise power at different points in the district network

PrO is the noise power at the input of the groupamplifier and will be assumed zero, because

the preceding coaxial cable causes no noise. The noise power PrJ is generated by the

groupamplifier and is equal to
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(5.8)

where VI is the gain of the amplifier, k the constant of Boltzmann and F
I

the noise factor.

At the input of the endamplifier this noise power will be reduced to

(5.9)

due to the attenuation (L2 ) of the coaxial cable. The noise power P,3

at the output of the endamplifier is due to the amplified noise power at the input and the

added noise power of the endamplifier.

(5.10)

The noise power at the input of the demodulator is equal to

(5.11)

where L
3

is the attenuation from the endamplifier to the input of the demodulator.

The one-sided spectral density at the input of the demodulator is

(5.12)

Multiplication of the noise signal with a coherent carrier in the demodulator results in a 3 dB

reduction of the input noise power P,4' The resulting noise signal is assumed to be zero-mean

Gaussian. Hence, the output noise of the Nyquist filter will also be zero-mean Gaussian with

a variance N given by

~ ~

N= ~fGn(f)IH,(f)12df= ~GnfIH,(f)12df
o 0

(5.13)
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where G)h is the one-sided power spectral noise density and H(j) is the transfer function

of the receiving Nyquist filter. The noise equivalent bandwidth B
N

of the this filter is equal

r
to ; and the maximum available power gain g)s one. With these figures it is possible to

express the output noise power in terms of ga' BNand Gn as

N=!- B G = rIG
2 ga N Il 4 "

(5.14)

This equation relates the noise power at the output of the Nyquist filter to the input spectral

density at the input of the demodulator. The probability density function of the noise at the

output of the filter is

II!

1 -
p,,(n) = e "TN

V2rrN

5.5.3 The probability of error

(5.15)

An error occurs when the noise at a sampling time exceeds half the eye opening in magnitude

(see Figure 5.8). p.(n)

Error

-0.5 eye opening

Error

0.5 eye opening

Fig.5.S: probability of error
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Therefore the probability of error can be expressed as

P =P{ln(t )1>dp(0)[1-(L-1)" Ip[(m-k)Tll}
em' (0) L, sP, /c#.m

1
=P{ In(tm) I>Zeye open.}

""

=2 f Pn(n)dn
I

"!eyeopen.

2 f"" _n'
= e wdn

V21tN I eve open"! . .

"" .r'

2 f -=__ e 2dx

I2it ~eye open.

1_eye open.
2=2Q -

IN

(5.16)

where the change of variable x =-.!!.... has been made. The outside two levels can only be in

IN

error in one direction each. Therefore a factor of (1-2.) is used to correct the probability of
L

error. The probability of error of the in-phase and quadrature channels are added together.

The total probability of error is

1
_eye open.

P =4(1- l)Q _2 _
e,tot L IN

which is an upper bound.

(5.17)

The term dp (O){ 1- (i-1)" Ip (m -k)T I} in Equation (5.16) is difficult to solve analytically.
, (O)L, sP, /c#.m
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The meaning of this term is nothing more than half the magnitude of the eye opening. This

magnitude can easily be recovered by the simulation results produced by the TOPSIM output

graphics interface.

5.6 Results of the simulations

After the simulations have been performed, the eye-patterns can be visualized by the output

graphics interface. Making use of the eye-pattern the maximum probability of error can be

calculated using Equation (5.14) and (5.17). The simulation results of a 16-QAM system are

used as an example of deriving the probability of error. The other simulations results are

listed in Table 5.2.

The output noise power is given by Equation (5.14)

r
where g =1, B

N
=--':=56.875·106 Hz and G is given by Equation (5.12).

a 2 n

The values of the parameters of this equation are listed below.

VI =26.6 dB

k= 1.37.10-23 T= 290 K

L3= 25.4 dB

F2=10 dB

Filling these values in Equation (5.12) gives

G = 1.78.10-18 W
n Hz

The output noise power becomes

N=1.01·1O- lO W
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The eye-pattern of the in-phase channel of the 16-QAM system is given in Figure 5.9.

0.005 "I

-==========M:AXIMUM EYE AT 12 - VALUE 0.002212

0.004 ~:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~-==~~~~ ~

0.002

0.000 ~~------;l!,

-0.001

-0.002

-0.004 ;-
i
I

i

i I
I I

-0.005 I i
0 20 40 60 80
0 T 2T

Fig.S.9: the eye-pattern of the in-phase channel

The eye-opening of this pattern is used in Equation (5.17) to calculate the probability of error

1
1 "2 ·eye open.

Pe.IOl =4(1-y)Q

1_00.002212
1 2

=4(1--) Q ---;====-
4 )1.01 0 10- 10

=3 0 Q(11O)< 10-9 (see note 1)

A Q-factor of 6 and 25 gives respectively a probability of error of 10-9 and 6.1 0 10-[30. Hence,
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the probability of error of a Q-factor of more than 110 will be negligible. This result could

be expected for two reasons. First of all the overall transfer function of the district network

is almost frequency-independent as shown in Figure 5.4. Therefore, the distortion of the signal

is small. Secondly, the signal power is large compared with the noise power.

The BER as function a of the probability of error is given by (Equation 3.43)

The output noise power, eye-opening and probability of error of the other simulations are

given in Table 5.2. The eye-patterns of these simulations are given in Appendix 5. In this

table the maximum output noise power for an error probability of 10-9 is given too.

Table 5.2: noise power, eye-opening and probability of error

I I

16-QAM 1 channel 16-QAM 3 chan- 64-QAM TV-

(200 MHz) nels (66.66 MHz) channel (7 MHz)

noise power N 1.01.10-10 W 3.45.10-11 W 5.04.10-12 W

eye-opening 0.002212 0.002344 0.001114

P 3Q(11O) 3Q(200) 3.5Q(248)
e,lOI

noise power for 1.32.10-7 W 1.48.10-7 W 3.34.10-8 W

P = 10-9
C,Io1
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions

As the transmission from the district point to the subscribers is via coaxial cable, the signal

is distorted. The equalizers in the amplifiers compensate for a great part of the distortion and

make digital transmission via CATV networks possible. The available bandwidth for Video

on Demand is from 250 MHz to 450 MHz. In order to transmit a bit rate of 450 Mbps in this

bandwidth, a spectral efficient modulation technique, such as M-ary PSK and QAM, has to

be chosen. As QAM has a better performance as M-ary PSK, this technique is used to

modulate the digital signal. The spectral efficiency, which is necessary, is in the order of 2.3

bps/Hz and therefore 16-QAM is chosen. Three possibilities have been simulated to transmit

the digital modulated signal. In the first possibility the complete bandwidth of 200 MHz is

used for one channel to transmit at a bit rate of 450 Mbps. In this case the bandwidth occupa

tion is not efficient and the bit rate is not standardized. Using three channels with a bandwidth

of 66 MHz each gives the possibility to use one or two channels for other purposes, when the

users of Video on Demand do not need the complete bandwidth. The bit rate of 155.52 Mbps

per channel has been standardized and can result in advantages as far as the equipment is

concerned. The thirth possibility makes optimal use of bandwidth by dividing the bandwidth

into TV-channels with a band of 7 MHz. Depending on the number of subscribers making use

of Video on Demand, more or less channels can be assigned. In order to transmit a

standardized bit rate of 34 Mbps in one TV-channel, 64-QAM has to be chosen. With help

of simulations results it is shown that the noise generated by the amplifiers is so small that

the probability of error is negligible. The three simulated possibilities are therefore all

employable. Which possibility finally will be chosen is strongly dependent on further deve

lopments in the Video on Demand project. Transmission of the digital signal in the bandwidth

of a TV-channel utilizes the available bandwidth best, and must therefore be preferred.
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Appendix 1

Table A.I: TV-frequencies and channels

VHF-Band UHF-Band

channel frequency (MHz) channel frequency (MHz)

Band I 2 47-54 BandN 21 470-478
3 54-61 22 478-486
4 61-68 23 486-494

24 494-502
Pilot freq. 80.6 25 502-510

26 510-518
Band II FM 87.5-108 27 518-526

28 526-534
M-band M1 114-121 29 534-542

M2 122-129 30 542-550
M3 130-137 31 550-558
M4 138-145 32 558-566
M5 146-153 33 566-574
M6 154-161 34 574-582
M7 162-169 35 582-590

36 590-598
Band III 5 174-181 37 598-606

6 181-188
7 188-195 Band V 38 606-614
8 195-202 39 614-622
9 202-209 40 622-630
10 209-216 41 630-638
11 216-223 42 638-646
12 223-230 43 646-654

44 454-662
B-band B1 230-237 45 662-670
Pilot freq. 245.25 46 662-670
B-band B2 254-261 47 678-686

B3 262-269 48 686-694
B4 270-277 49 694-702
B5 278-285 50 702-710

B24 440-447 68 846-854



Appendix 2

Table A.2: attenuation per 100 meter of different coax cables
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freq. dielektric. coax-1.5 coax-3 coax-6 coax-12 coax-18

230 MHz PE-air 1.4 dB 3.0 dB 5.6 dB --- ---

solid PE --- 3.0 dB 5.6 dB 13.0 dB 18.0 dB

900 MHz PE-air 3.0 dB 6.4 dB 11.3 dB --- ---

solid PE --- 7.5 dB 13.0 dB 27.0 dB 37.0 dB
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Appendix 3

The program list of TOPSIM input source file

************* 16-QAM-MODEM *************************
**
**
**

DECLARATION SECTION

PROGRAM=QAM_MODEM
graphics=display
**
****************************************************
**
**
**
INITIAL
NS=40
Rs=I13.75e6
ND=Rs*40/(350E6)
Ts=l/Rs
TOm=30.*Ts
**
DELT=TsINS
FINTIM=120.*Ts
**
NTCR=ND
AMP=I.
pi=3.141592654
PHASEI=O.
PHASEQ=-pil2
SHIFf=0.25
SDAN = 0.5
**
NTYPE=1
NTYPET=O
ALFA=0.5
RALFA=1.-ALFA
RO=O.7777
FAMP1=0.285
FAMP2=1.
EP=3.
**
DI=15.*Ts
**

INITIAL SECTION

;* initial parameters
;* number of samples per symbol period
;* symbol rate
;* number of samples per carrier period
;* symbol period
;* start measurement at TOm

;* specify sampling rate
;* specify end of simulation time

;* carrier period (ND*DELT)
;* carrier parameters

;* Nyquist filter parameters

;* display interval

***************** filter parameters ********************
**
NP=112
INTE=O
AMPK=1.
***************** filter simulating district network **
TABLE FR(l-112),AM(I-112),GD(l-112)=#



5.0000000000E+06,-2.2143871694E+Ol,5.2094141367E-06,#
1.0000000000E+07,-2.3432324460E+Ol, 5.2075270700E-06,#
1.5000000000E+07,-2.4317275732E+Ol, 5.2066910684E-06,#
2.0000000000E+07,-2.4993953268E+Ol,5.2061927123E-06,#

5.4000000000E+08,-3.0789057616E+Ol,5.2035912513E-06,#
5.4500000000E+08,-3.0822492974E+Ol, 5.2035884009E-06,#
5.5000000000E+08,-3 .0855387920E+O1, 5.2035855894E-06,#
5.5500000000E+08,-3.0887742237E+O1, 5.2035828160E-06,#
5.6000000000E+08,-3.0919559202E+Ol, 5.2035800799E-06

**
AMPKC=l.1(exp(2.302585093*(AM(70)120.»)
**
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**
**

DYNAMIC SECTION

DYNAMIC
**
********* in phase channel ******************************
**
L2I < PNSEQ(O,l,O,NS) ;* random bits in register L2I
XSAI < RDAC2(SDAN) < L2I ;* digitaVanalog conversion
XSAVI < sum < XSAI,SHIFT ;* level shifter
XGEFI < FILLRCCntypet,ralfa,ro,fampl,ns,ep) < XSAVI;* Nyquist filter
XCARI < SIGSOU(NTCR,AMP,PHASEI) ;* carrier frequency
XSTI < MULTBB < XCARI,XGEFI ;* baseband multiplier
*********** XSTI = output in-phase signal ******************
**
*********** in quadrature channel ****************************
**
L2Q < PNSEQ(O,2,O,NS)
XSAQ < RDAC2(sdan) < L2Q
XSAVQ < sum < XSAQ,SHIFf
**

;* random bits in register L2Q
;* digitaVanalog conversion
;* level shifter

XGEFQ < FILLRCCntypet,ralfa,ro,fampl,ns,ep) < XSAVQ ;* Nyquist filter
XCARQ < SIGSOU(NTCR,amp,PHASEQ) ;* carrier frequency
XSTQ < MULTBB < XCARQ,XGEFQ ;* baseband multiplier
**
********** XSTQ = output quadrature signal *******************
**
********** summation in-phase en quadrature signals **********
**
XST < sum < XSTI,XSTQ
**
***************************************************************
************* filters defining district network **************
***************************************************************
**
**
XSTr < FILFRL(NP,FR,AM,GD,AMPK,INTE) < XST
ycari < FILFRL(NP,FR,AM,GD,ampkc,INTE) < xcari
ycarq < FILFRL(NP,FR,AM,GD,ampkc,INTE) < xcarq
**
*********** demodulator *************************************



;* clock signal sampler
;* quantizer
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**
************ in-phase signal demoduleren **********************
**
YSRI < MULTBB < ycari,xstr ;* baseband multiplier
YGEFI < FILLRC(ntype,alfa,ro,famp2,ns,ep) < ysri ;* Nyquist filter
measure eyepat(tOm,ns,O,imax) < YGEFI ;* measure eye-pattern

**
************ quadrature signal demoduleren ********************
**
YSRQ < MULTBB < ycarq,xstr ;* baseband multiplier
YGEFQ < FILLRC(ntype,alfa,ro,famp2,ns,ep) < YSRQ ;* Nyquist filter
measure eyepat(tOm,ns,l,imax) < YGEFQ ;* measure eye-pattern
**

*********** sampler and qauntizer in-phase channel *************
**
YCK < CLOCK(ns,ns/2)
L2IY < SHQUAN(O.,TH) < YCK,YGEFI
L2BSHI < RSHFC(l) < L2IY
L2IVER < RCNG < L2BSHI
XYICU < rdac2(1.) < L2IVER
output XYICU/s=di

**
************ sampler and qauntizer in quadrature channel *********
**
L2QY < SHQUAN(O.,TH) < YCK,YGEFQ ;* quantizer
L2BSHQ < RSHFC(l) < L2QY
L2QVER < RCNG < L2BSHQ
XYQCU < rdac2(1.) < L2QVER

************ end program **********************************
END
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Appendix 4
Table A.3: the frequency-dependency of an equalizer

Equalizer 48 100 230 340 470 650 860 Lenght Total attenuation

E2 2.3 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.4 1.0 0.8 33 2.77
E4 3.8 3.7 2.9 2.4 1.9 1.3 0.8 67 4.73
E6 5.4 5.1 4.0 3.4 2.7 1.9 0.8 98 6.77
E8 7.0 6.5 5.1 4.4 3.4 2.0 0.6 142 8.99
ElO 9.2 8.3 6.3 5.4 4.3 2.7 0.8 187 11.81
E12 10.8 9.7 7.7 6.4 4.7 2.9 0.9 220 13.88
E14 12.3 11.4 8.7 7.0 5.6 3.0 1.0 251 15.82
E16 14.0 12.4 9.6 7.7 5.7 3.0 1.0 289 18.04
E18 15.1 13.1 10.1 8.0 6.0 3.4 1.0 313 19.49
E20 16.9 14.5 10.9 8.6 6.5 3.6 1.1 351 21.82
E22 18.9 16.5 12.5 9.8 6.9 4.0 1.1 396 24.44
E24 20.9 18.5 14.1 10.6 7.4 4.4 1.1 440 27.06
E16+1O 24.5 21.5 16.5 13.3 9.7 5.0 1.2 518 31.75
E18+10 25.6 22.2 17.0 13.6 10.0 5.4 1.2 542 33.19
E20+10 27.4 23.6 17.8 14.2 10.5 5.6 1.3 580 35.52
E22+1O 29.4 25.6 19.4 15.4 10.9 6.0 1.3 624 38.14
E24+10 31.4 27.6 21.0 16.2 11.4 6.4 1.3 669 40.76

(1) The lenght is in meters.
(2) The total attenuation is the attenuation of an cascade of an cable and equalizer (expressed

in dB).

Table A.4: the frequency-dependency of a multi-tap (LHC 0186/12)

Tl T2 Til T12 tol.

5 24.4 24.4 24.8 24.8 ±0.5
30 24.9 24.8 25.1 25.1 ±0.5
47 25.0 24.9 25.2 25.2 ±0.5
100 24.5 24.6 25.2 25.2 ±0.5
230 20.9 21.0 23.1 23.5 ±0.5
340 18.0 18.4 21.5 22.0 ±0.5
470 15.6 16.2 21.6 21.6 ±1
650 12.8 13.6 20.3 20.9 ±1
862 9.7 10.7 19.3 20.3 ±1

1000 9.3 10.5 20.4 21.4 ±1
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Appendix 5
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